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The effect of an intense electromagnetic wave on the plasma concentration and on the heating of the 
carriers, which leads to a change in the dielectric constant, is investigated. The coordinate depen
dence of the wave amplitude is determined for different relations between the characteristic frequen
cies of the plasma. 

INTRODUCTION 

WHEN an electromagnetic wave of large amplitude1 > 

propagates in a two-component (semiconductor or gas
discharge) plasma, an important role is played by the 
self- action effect (heating of the carriers) [1• 21 , as a re
sult of which the propagation of the wave acquires a 
nonlinear character. In a plasma inhomogeneously 
heated by an electromagnetic field, another cause of the 
nonlinearity is the change of the carrier concentration, 
connected with the diffusion of the charges along the 
inhomogeneityl11 • 

We do not consider changes produced in the carrier 
density by processes such as impact ionization, the 
striction effect (the forcing-out of the plasma by the 
pressure of the inhomogeneous electric field of the 
wave), and the dependence of the recombination coeffi
cient on the field. 

If the quasineutrality condition 

dlgradEI ~E (1) 

is satisfied, where E is the wave amplitude and d is the 
Debye radius, then we can assume that at any point of a 
single- component plasma the carrier density is equal 
to its equilibrium value. Therefore in a plasma with 
one type of carrier the nonlinearity due to the change 
of the concentration does not appear under the assump
tions made abovel31 • In a two- component plasma the 
inequality (1) leads to the requirement N. RJ N_ = N 
(N. and N_ are the concentrations of the positively and 
negatively charged carriers) and, as was shown inl11 , if 
the heating is not uniform the carriers become redis
tributed over the sample. This is connected with the 
fact that the free charges with the opposite signs can 
diffuse along the inhomogeneity without violating the 
quasineutrality of the plasma. 

The time of establishment of a stationary distribu
tion of the energy of the light carriers ~tE is much 
shorter than the time of establishment of the concentra
tion ~tNm, and therefore if the total duration of the 
alternating- field pulse is shorter than ~te (but longer 
than ~tN), then the change of the concentration can be 

1>Pertinent numerical estimates are given below. 
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neglected and the temgerature and the field are given 
by the expressions of 3 ' 41 • 

In the present paper we study the propagation of a 
strong electromagnetic wave with a pulse duration ex
ceeding ~tN, when the change of the concentration is 
appreciable . 

. We consider the half- space z > 0 filled with a two
component plasma (the interface plane is z = 0), on 
which a plane monochromatic electromagnetic wave is 
incident normally to the interface. The wave in a vac
uum is given by 

.E = Eo(e'"' +Re-""), (2) 

where Eo is the amplitude of the incident wave, R is the 
reflection coefficient, k = w/ c, w is the frequency of 
the wave, and c is the speed of light in vacuum. In such 
a formulation, the problem is one-dimensional and all 
the quantities depend only on the single coordinate z. 

In the construction of the theory we shall start from 
the kinetic equations for the distribution functions of the 
electrons f(e) and the ions f(i) (in semiconductor&-the 
holes f(n)). Expanding the distribution functions in 
spherical functions[sJ and confining ourselves to the 
first two terms of these series, we represent f( e) and 
f(i) in the form 

f<•> = tl'l (e, z, t) + ~~·> (e, z, t)p,/p., (3) 

E is the carrier energy, Pe and Pi are the momenta of 
the electrons and of the ions. The smallness of the func-
tion If~ e) I compared with f~ e) is ensured by the quasi
elasticity of the collisions of the electrons with the 
scattering centers (in a weakly-ionized plasma-by the 
small parameter me/M, where me is the mass of the 
electron, M is the mass of the moleculel6 J , and in semi
conductors-flw71/ E, where w11 is the frequency of the 
phonons on which the energy relaxation takes placel71 ). 

The same reasoning holds for holes in semiconduc
tors. 

In a weakly-ionized plasma the ion mass mi is of the 
order of M, and therefore the smallness of the function 
lf~i) l as compared with f~i) can be insured only by weak
ness of the electric field. We shall henceforth assume 
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that the amplitude of the incident electromagnetic wave 
is bounded from above (the pertinent estimates are 
given below) and the symmetrical part of the ion distri
bution function is of the form 

,(<)- N -•IT 
To - (2 ·T)'I e • ' nm~, : 

Here Tis the temperature of the ions and coincides 
in the given approximation with the temperature of the 
molecules. By weakly-ionized plasma is meant here a 
gas consisting of electrons, ions, and molecules, the 
concentration of the electrons and the ions being much 
smaller than the concentration of the molecules. This 
makes it possible to regard the distribution function of 
the molecules as Maxwellian and to neglect the electron
ion collisions compared with the collisions of the elec
trons or of the ions with the molecules. 

The electron and ion subsystems in the plasma (in 
semiconductors, the electron and hole subsystems) are 
characterized by three collision frequencies ve,n,i-the 
collision frequency connected with the momentum trans
fer, 'ile in-the collision frequency connected with 
energy'transfer, with 'ile n « ve n because of the quasi
elasticity[31' and Vee nn'u-the collision frequency 
within the subsystem'(th'e indices e, i, and n pertain 
respectively to the electron, ion, and hole subsystems; 
ve,n,i correspond to ve, vn, and Vi> and vee,nn,ii to 
Vee• Vnn• and vii)· Depending on the relation between 
these frequencies, the following cases can arise. 

1. Vee » Ve, vnn >> vn. Under this assumption, the 
carrier distribution function is a biased Maxwellian 
distributionl81 , with v and II dependent on the tempera
tures of the carriers in the following manner: 

'V,,n = v,,,.(T) (6,,./T)-• •. n, v ..• = 'iio.,n (T) (9,,./T) ' •.• -'. (4) 

Here Tis the temperature of the molecules (lattice}, 
®e,n is the temperature of the carriers, men their 
mass, and qe nand re n are parameters thai depend on 
the concrete type of ttie mechanism. The values of r 
and q are given inl41 . 

Recognizing that ( seel81 ) 

40e4N ( T )''• 
Vee,nn .--. 1; 1 T,ls a- 1 

me,n e,n 

where e is the charge of the electron, to realize this 
case it is necessary to satisfy the inequality 

N~ • • _•· Vo m 'I•T1• ( 6 ) '1•-•, 
40e' T • 

(5) 

In semiconductors with me ~ 10-28 g, v0e ~ 1012 sec-\ 
T ~ 10-14 erg, and ee/T ~ 10 we obtain a concentration 
N » 1015 cm-3. In a plasma with a molecule concentra
tion NM ~ 1016 em -3 and T ~ 10-13 erg we get 
N » 1012 cm-3 • 

2. ve :G Vee »lie, Vn ;2'; Vnn » Vn· When these 
inequalities are satisfied, the symmetrical part of the 
distribution functions of the electrons and of the holes 
are Maxwellianl3l, and for Ve n we have 

' 
'lle,n (e)= Voe, n (T) (e/T)-9'•", (6} 

while Vee nn and 'ile n are described by formulas (5) and 
(4). To realize this' case at the same semiconductor 
and plasma parameters, we obtain the following values 

for the concentration: in semiconductors 1015 cm-3 ,G N 
>> 1012 cm-3, and in a plasma 1012 cm-3 ;2'; N » 109 cm-3 
(we take into account here the fact that v0 e n 

3 ' ~ 10 Voe n>· 
' 3. Vee« Ve, Vnn «lin. In this case the distribution 

functions have the form given inl41 ; "ee,nn is described 
as before by formula (5), ve,n by formula (6), and 

V'e,n = 'Voe. n (T) (eJT)re,n-l. {7) 

Estimates yield here: in semiconductors N « 1011 cm-3, 
and in a plasma N « 109 cm-3. We note that v0e n(T} 

~ ' and v0e,n(1') in formula (4) differ from v0e,n(1i and 
v0e n(T) in formulas (6) and (7} respectively by a numer
ical factor on the order of unity. 

For concreteness we shall henceforth refer to case 1 
as strong electron-electron (hole-hole) interaction, to 
the case 2 as moderate, and to the case 3 as absence of 
electron- electron (hole- hole) interaction. If the fre
quency of the incident electromagnetic wave is 
w >>lie n• then, as shown inl 91 , the symmetrical part 
of the distribution function in the zeroth approximation 
in v/w does not depend on the time, i.e., a wave of the 
same frequency will propagate in the medium. 

1. STRONG ELECTRON-ELECTRON (HOLE-HOLE) 
INTERACTION 

The propagation of strong electromagnetic waves in 
a gas-discharge plasma, with satisfaction of the in
equalities corresponding to the case 1, was investigated 
inlll, where the following expression was obtained for 
the concentration: 

N = N,·2T I (6. + T). (8) 

We take into account here the fact that the temperature 
of the carriers at infinity is equal to T, since heat is 
transferred at infinity from the electron subsystem to 
the molecules, and there is no heating of the carriers 
because the field attenuates and is equal to zero at infin
ity. Following the procedure ofu1, we easily obtain ex
pressions for the concentration in a semiconductor, 
where both the electrons and holes are effectively 
heated: 

N = N,·2T I (6, + 6.). (Ba) 

We shall henceforth consider the normal skin effect, 
i.e., we assume that the depth of attenuation of the field 
L is much larger than the carrier mean free paths le n 
connected with the energy transfer ' 

L>l •.•. (9) 

The expressions for E(z) and e(z) in the plasma, with 
allowance for the inequality (9), were found inl11 . In 
semiconductors these relations can be easily obtained 
by followingl21 and taking into account the fact that 
formulas (1.11) and (1.12) ofl21 must be replaced by 
expressions (5) and (Ba) of the present article. 

We henceforth consider for simplicity two cases of 
orientation of the magnetic field H: H =Hz and H = Hy. 
Since the electromagnetic wave propagates always 
along the z axis, we shall refer to the first case as 
longitudinal propagation and to the second as transverse. 

If the wave attenuates weakly 
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and also 
N 
N(a.+a.)~ 1 

(wHen=± leiH/me nc, ae n are given inl2l) then, taking 
' ' ' into account. the remarks made above, we obtain for the 

field F = ue1s and for the dimensionless temperature 
.Je n = 0 e n/T: 

' ' in the region where .Je,n /> 1 

[ 2(1+q) ](Hq){'(l+q) 

u= IFol 1- s(O)z ' 
r+q 

r + q . . [ ( b, ) 1/('+•> ( b. ) 1/('+•>] -• s=kz---_(a.+a.) - + ~ 
qi2 v. vh 

X ( IFol') -1/(Hq)_k_ [(1-~s(O)z) qf(1+q) -1 ]- s(O) 
N,T s(O) r+q . 2k ' 

[ 2(1 + q) ] 11(1+q) 
tf,,n = l'fo,,n 1 - S (0) Z ; 

r+q 

in the region where .Je,n- 1 << 1 

Here and throughout 

s (0) = k c,tf;.' +c.{),:', 
\'fy + 'fron 

_ ( b,,n JF,J') 1/('+•) 
{}oe,n - ----

Voe,n NoT 

(10) 

(11) 

(12) 

Ex- for transverse propagation with polarization 
F- {

Ex± iE" ~for longitudinal propagation, 

- along x, 
E.- for transverse propagation with polarization 

along y: 

are the values of the temperatures of the electrons and 
holes on the plane z = 0, SF is the so-called self-action 
factor for the field (seel2 •31 , ~o = k(ce + cn)/2 is the 
damping coefficient in the linear theory. The values of 
ae n• be n• and Ce n are tabulated inl2l, where c0 = 1. 
In 'the derivation Of (10) and (11) it was assumed for 
simplicity that the electrons and holes scatter their 
momentum by the same objects. This assumption is 
valid if their effective masses are of the same order. 
If the masses differ significantly, then it can be as
sumed that the heavier carriers are not heated, and the 
results will coincide with the formulas for a weakly
ionized plasma. 

2. MODERATE ELECTRON-ELECTRON (HOLE-HOLE) 
INTERACTION 

An investigation of the propagation of strong electro
magnetic waves in semiconductors with satisfaction of 
the inequalities ve :2: vee /> ve and vn '2 Vnn /> vn 
was carried out inl2 J. We therefore proceed directly to 
a consideration of this case in a weakly- ionized plasma 
(re n = %, qe n =- Y2). From the kinetic equations for 
the' electron ~d ion distribution functions we obtain for 
the density of the static electric currents of the ions 
j(i) and of the electrons j(e) (the static currents and 
c c 

fields are connected with the carrier temperature 
gradients resulting from the damping of the wave) 

dj}'·'1 I dz = 0. (13) 

If we require that there be no electron and ion currents 
through the boundary z = 0, then, owing to the one
dimensional character of the problem (there is no static 
electric field in a plane perpendicular to z: Ex= Ey 
= 0), we get from (13) 

(14) 

Taking into account the expression for the electronic 
static currentl2 J, the condition j~~ = 0 yields 

E" _ To(}, dN _ ( 1 + ~) .!_ df}, = O. 
eN dz 2 e dz 

(15) 

Here and throughout the upper sign pertains to longi
tudinal propagation at an arbitrary value of the magnetic 
field, and the lower sign to the case of transverse 
propagation in a strong magnetic field (wHe n/ve) 2 /> 1. 

The value of j(i) is determined by the arrlsotropic 
cz C) 

part of the distribution function of the ions f 1 • As indi-
/ 

1 ~ 
cated above, owing to the fact that mi M ~ 1, vi ~ vi> 

and lf~i) I « f~) only in weak electric fields (which do 
not heat the ions, .Ji = 1). We note immediately that the 
same fields can heat the electrons effectively (Je /> 1). 

Since the relaxation-time approximation does not 
hold for ions (mi/M ~ 1), we must proceed as follows 

to determine fp). The equation for rp) in weak electric 
fields is written in the form (seel61 ): 

(<) -- (i) --

!?.!.!.__ eV ~E~+V ~ v ,fd''- roH (hr1<•l)+s{r!'>}=o. 
iJt m, iJe m, ' 

Here S{fp)} is the integral of the ion-molecular colli
sions, which, as can be shown, coincides with the direc-

tion ?f f~i), and it can be written in the form S{f~i)} 
= sf(1). 

1 

The electric field in the plasma is given by 

E = E, + Ee-'•' + E'e'"'. 

Representing f~i) in the form 

r,<'> = r!? .+ f1~() e-•·• + rf2• e'"', 
we obtain for f(i) and f(i) the following equations: 

1C 1V 

-- -- (i) V 2e{7t<•i l/2e E iJf.,- [hf<'l]+S~f<'l=O 
-v roc- v-e ,- ffiH. tc tc t 

mi mi ae 1 
(17)* 

-- (<) 
<•> v 2e iJj., <•>] ~sr<•> 0 - irof,- -eE.--- roH. [hf1. + 1u = . 

mi ae t 

(1 B) 

From (17) we determine formally f~~z: 
- (i) (i) 

f,.<;>= i {Y ~ (a;;·- eEo, a~·; ) }. 
where 

L = f(-t:r;-1 (roH;hz' + 'S•;roui), 

K = (t)Hi + s•;roHI' h, = JI,;H, 

meaning that 

.<•> _ 8l'Z nm,Y'e ( 1 dN + E") J~ L~ { "'!(') }d 
}cz- -- e- 8 8 Oc 8 3 Ndz T 0 • 
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In the determination of j (i) it was assumed that the 
increment to the ion tempef.nure as a result of the heat
ing, E>i « T, such that 

1d9/ 1dN 
rTz<€;,Fa;:· 

Simple estimates show that this condition is always 
satisfied. 

Since the integral with respect to dE does not vanish, 
the condition j(i) = 0 reduces to 

cz 
T dN 

E .. +--=0 
eN dz 

(19) 

Solving the system (15) and (19), we determine Nand 
Ecz= 

E.,= (1 + '/,)T dt},. 
e(tl-, + 1) dz 

(20) 

The formula (20) obtained by us for the concentration 
differs from the formula (8) for the concentration. This 
is connected with the fact that, owing to the dependence 
of 11 e on E, the friction force exerted on the electronic 
subsystem by the molecules differs from zero even when 

j(e) = 0 (the average electron velocity is equal to zero). cz 
Therefore the condition for hydrodynamic equilibrium, 
which was used inlll (R = 0 at j = 0, where R is the 
friction force), is not valid when account is taken of the 
dependence of 11e onE, whereas this condition is iden
tical with the kinetic approach when the inequalities of 
the case of the strong electron- electron interaction are 
satisfied. 

Maxwell's equation for the electromagnetic wave has 
the usual form 

d'F I dz' + k'(e,({},) + ie,(tl-,) )F = 0. (21) 

Here Er and Ei are the real and imaginary parts of the 
dielectric constant, which in the case of weak damping 
is represented in the form 

e, = 1+:. (a,+a.), e, =:. (c,~,Y· +c,), (22) 

where ae and ce describe the electronic contribution to 
the dielectric constant (their values are given inl2J), 
while ai and ci describe the ionic contribution. To cal
culate the latter it is necessary to solve Eq. (18). When 
the condition 

I w- wH1 II ![~I~ I Sfi~ I 

is satisfied f(i) can be sought by the method of succes-
tV (') 

sive approximations. As a result we obtain f1~, after 

which we easily obtain ai and ci· They coincide with the 
expressions an and Cn ofl21 with Co= 1, and 

4 ~ 

v.,(T) = ---J eS(e"e-''')de. (23) 
3l'n T''•, 

It is necessary to add to Eq. (21) the boundary condi
tion of the plane z = 0 and as z - oo: 

F(-O)=F(+O), aF(-0) = aF(+O), F(z}-+0. (24) 
az az :1:-00 

Using a procedure similar to that ofl 2J, we can write 
out expressions for the fields and the temperatures for 
arbitrary frequencies of the electromagnetic wave and 

for arbitrary magnetic fields. For simplicity we con
fine ourselves here to the propagation of weakly damped 
waves with Er ~ 1 and cyclotron resonance with large 
damping (w = WHe• w~e~-1/wHelloe » 1). In the case of 
weak damping 

1'i, = 1 + y,u', F = ue'•, 
' 

and for longitudinal propagation we have2 > 

- 2~oz = ~ln l'E"_ + 1 )'~ - 1 +ln l'~ -l'~~+l'~ , 
)'2 "J'Po+ 1)'p- 1 yp,-)'2)'p+)'2 

--· --
~. ( 2tt0, )'" k l _."f. ,:,p=-=1=---1.l'~~P·=-=-1...;.+_1 s=kz-- -- +-a, n--, 
2k 1+t~-.. 46. )'p,-1-1)'p-1-1 

where 

2 +y,u' 
P = 1 +v.u'' 

b. 
y,=--. 

v,,N,T 

(25) 

(26) 

Here ~o = kce/2, and ~oe is the ele.ctron temperature on 
the plane z = 0: 

tt,, = 1 + y,IFol' 

Assuming that YeiFol 2 » 1 in the region where YeU2 

» 1, we get from (26) 

u=·JF,je-i2 •••, s=kz-6o/k"f2, 

As z - oo (u - 0) we get 

u = 1,1;!(y,JF0 J')<:iz=-•>i'JF0 je-lo•, 

( ~) ~ -s=k 1+"2 z- 46. ln0,53(y,JF0 J')i'i', 

In transverse propagation in a strong magnetic field we 
have 

-26.z = 5 _ln l'~+ 11~- 1 +lnl'~-l'~ l'~+!2 
4)'2 lPo+1)'p -1 )'p,-)'2)'p+ -.:2 

+-1 ( "fp - i'P. ) 
2)'2 p-1 p,-1' 

Assuming as before that YeiFol 2 » 1 in the region 
where y eu2 >> 1 we have 

As z-oo 

U = Fo-Y2Sozly,IFol, 

s = kz - {i so I k. 

s=tk(1+~)z+. "!:.• y,JF,J'. 
2 8l'26o 

(27) 

In cyclotron resonance, in the region where ~ e » 1: 

tt. = )';y.IFI, 

[ . 1 k ] •-<{i 
F = 2if· 1-16_1~r . (28) 

Here l; is the surface impedance, defined by the formula 

~ = (-+) "(.!.)' ( ro,,~IFol' )-1-•·"', 
24nl• . so "llo.~o.NoT · 

2>we note that in the calculation of s below one cannot assume er = 
1 even in the case when er-1 ~ 1 [2 ]. 
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where 

1 ro:. 1 
y, = 3 'I• --~- N T ' 

11: 'Yoe'Voe o 

The temperature on the boundary is given by 

-& .. = 2l~llrv.JF.,. (29) 

Let us estimate the region of applicability of the 
theory constructed above for a weakly- ionized plasma in 
the case of a normal skin effect, using as an example 
weak damping in the absence of a magnetic field. As
suming that me ~ 10-27 g, mi ~ 10-23 g, T ~ 10-13 erg, 
N ~ 1012 cm-3 , we have v ~ 1010 sec-\ 7:1 - 106 sec-1 , 

t"'oJ a -1 I"J e roJ -2 e 
~'i ~ vi~ 10 sec , le ~ 1 em, li ~ 10 em, and 
L ~ 10 em. In order for the electron temperature ®e 
to be much larger than T (®e ~ 10-12 erg), and that of 
the ions®}· ~ T, the field amplitude should lie in the 
range 1 V em< IFol < 10 V/cm. The last estimate can 
be easily obtained from formula (25) and the expression 
obtained for ~i from (25) by replacing y e with Yi. 

3. ABSENCE OF ELECTRON-ELECTRON 
(HOLE-HOLE) INTERACTION 

The distribution function of the electrons in the ab
sence of electron- electron interaction was calculated 
inl41 • The distribution function of the holes is calcula
ted analogously. For the symmetrical part of the dis
tribution function of the electrons and holes we have 

<•·•> N ( 8 ) 
/o = K •.• (u)f!F,,. T'u • (30) 

Here 

K,,.(u) = 41'2 nm •. ~· T''•! xY•f!F,,.(x, u)dx, 
0 

-ft'e, n(X, u) = f + "Vt~;. 11U 2X 1-re• n.:;:qe' n, 

• dx 
f!F,,.(x, u),= exp {- J ~ ( ) } . 

0 e,n X, U . 

The values of y e n for different cases are listed in 
the table. The upper sign in the expression for Je n 
pertains to the case of weak damping, and the lower 
one to the case of cyclotron resonance. 

After calculating the electron and hole static cur
rents, after equating them to zero and solving the re
sultant system of equations with respect to Nand Ecz• 
we obtain for N 

N =No ex { -uJ 'l'.(u)d<I>,tu)/du + 'l',(u)d«D./du du}. (31) 
p 0 'l'.(u)<l>,(u)+ 'l',(u)<I>.(u) 

Here 

T.,, 00 .,, • ( ) + • h • 
'I' ( ) _ ~ X dx 'V,,n X 00He,n z 61" ) 

e,n U ---- J'~ n(X, U, 
Ke,n(u) 0 ~e,n(x, u) 'Ve,n(x)(v:,n(x) +ro:re,n) · ' · 

<I> _ f'/,' r '/o 'V:, n (z) + ro1,, nhZ z 
e,n(u)- x-( ) J X dx 0 2 :fe n(X, u). 

e,n U 0 v,,,(x)(ve,n(x)+ron,,n) ' 

Formula (31) simplifies greatly if it is assumed that 
the electrons and the holes are scattered by the same 
scattering centers. If the scattering of both carriers 
is by acoustic phonons, then in weak damping 

( 2 ) ''~'Y• 
N=No 2 2 2+y,u +y,,u (32) 

l"'H I<., 
'·" l"'He,nl>w 

i 'Vo,,n 'V'Ot,n ... 
(II) Oe,n~ "''Ot,n :::;--- -2-

'Vae,n Vos,n COH 
eon 

u:.,> 2r Oe,n:Oe.n 'VOe,n w" 
2roe,n ::=---::- -2-

Voe,n 'Voe,n OOH 
e,n 

Clul 2ioe,n~ 2 'Voe•n 
i ae,n -;:::;----

~ Vne,n 'VOe,n 

Note. (11)-longitudinal propagation, Ox}-trans
verse propagation with polarization along x, Oy}
transverse propagation with polarization along y, 
Yoe, n = 2e2 /3m0, n Tw2 • 

In scattering by other objects, assuming that Ye nU2 

» 1, we have in the case of weak damping ' 

N = NoA'±•(y!11 '+<1+ y~£•+•>) -<'±•>u-'<'±•>'<•+•>. (33) 

Here 
I oo 

A'±<=exp{-[.Jx(v)dv-~ (x(v)-2/:qq v1)av]} 

where 
I 

(v) = 'l'.d<l>,/dv + 'l',d<I>./dv = ( !/(Hvl + '/(•+•> )<'+•>'' 
X 'I' .<I>.+ 'l',<I>. • v y, y. u. 

It is easy to show that numerically this coefficient is 
of the order of unity. 

Followingl41 , we can represent the dielectric con
stant in the case of damping in the following form: 

1+ N( + ) N ( Co.(u) Co.(u)) 8,= 'N' a, a., e.=N- c,--+c.-- , 
o o Co Co . 

(34) 

where 
~ 

J x'M•f!F •.• (x, u)dx/f},,.(x, u) 
0 

c ••.• (u) = ----------

J x'hf!F,,.(x, u) dx 
0 

The expressions for the fields in the region of strong 
heating coincides with formulas (2. B) ofl21 , where ~ (0) 
must be taken to mean the following expression: 

s (0) = :.A'±•(f}0, + ~ •. )-<'±<l(c,T,~.;:· + c.T.~o-;.• ), 
(35) 

T •.• =~(r+q)''<'+•Jr('/2 +r)/ r( 3 ) . 
3co r+q 2(r+q) 

The case of cyclotron resonance is investigated analog
ously. 

In a weakly-ionized plasma the distribution function 
of the electrons is described as before by the formulas 
ofl41 • 

For the distribution function of the ions, it is correct 
to apply the reasoning used by us for case 2. There
fore, recognizing that in a weakly-ionized plasma in the 
case of weak damping r + q = 1 (the symmetrical part of 
the distribution function is Maxwellian with a tempera
ture ~e = 1 + Yeu2 , where the values of Ye are given in 
the table), the expressions for the fields are described by 
by formulas (25) and (27) with the corresponding Ye from 
the table. 
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